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ABSTRACT

Social applications on the web let users track and follow the
activities of a large number of others regardless of location
or affiliation. There is a potential for this transparency to
radically improve collaboration and learning in complex
knowledge-based activities. Based on a series of in-depth
interviews with central and peripheral GitHub users, we
examined the value of transparency for large-scale
distributed collaborations and communities of practice. We
find that people make a surprisingly rich set of social
inferences from the networked activity information in
GitHub, such as inferring someone else’s technical goals
and vision when they edit code, or guessing which of
several similar projects has the best chance of thriving in
the long term. Users combine these inferences into effective
strategies for coordinating work, advancing technical skills
and managing their reputation.
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INTRODUCTION

The internet has become increasingly social in the last ten
to fifteen years, but the productivity implications of these
changes remain unclear. We can track a person’s momentby-moment status updates on Facebook, location on
Foursquare, and updates on Twitter, blogs, and wikis. These
applications all have a common set of important
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functionality. Users can articulate an interest network of
people or things by defining a set of individuals or artifacts
(like blogs or RSS feeds) to pay attention to. In doing so,
users immediately subscribe to a stream of events and
actions other individuals take. Thus the social web provides
an unprecedented level of transparency in the form of
visibility of others’ actions on public or shared artifacts.
The question remains, however, what benefits this
transparency provides, particularly in the large scale (i.e.
across a community).
Previous work on awareness has explored the value of
activity information for small groups [7, 12]. This work has
found that notifying members of actions on shared artifacts
helps them maintain mental models of others activities [11]
and avoid potential coordination conflicts [20]. However,
activity awareness has largely been examined in the context
of well-defined small groups within organizations. Online,
individuals
participate
in
large-scale,
ill-defined
communities that often have hundreds if not thousands of
members. Transparency of others’ actions in this type of
setting may have very different benefits as a function of the
larger scale and the fact that interactions are no longer
embedded in an organizational context.
Visible cues of others’ behavior on a social website are
likely to support a variety of interpretations about their
motivations and the community more generally. People are
social creatures and make inferences about others from
what they observe (e.g., [27]). Surfacing information about
people’s actions on artifacts is no longer a technological
challenge. What is more interesting, and less understood, is
what people are able to infer from such a collection of
information, and how these inferences help them carry out
their collective work. In this research we were interested in
the collaborative utility of activity transparency in a large
community engaged in knowledge-based work. We address
the following two research questions to advance our
understanding of transparency in online social sites:
(1) What inferences do people make when transparency is
integrated into a web-based workspace?
(2) What is the value of transparency for collaboration in
knowledge-based work?

In order to address these questions, we examined a
successful social site called GitHub (GitHub.com), a codehosting repository based on the Git version control system.
GitHub is an iconic example of a knowledge-based
workspace. This site integrates a number of social features
that make unique information about users and their
activities visible within and across open source software
projects. We interviewed light and heavy users of the site,
having them walk us through a typical session and
describing their activity within projects. We found that they
made a rich set of inferences from the visible information,
such as inferring someone’s technical goals based on
actions on code. Developers combined these inferences into
effective strategies for coordinating projects, advancing
their technical skills and managing their reputation. In the
next sections we consider related research, describe the
GitHub context and our study, present the results of our
interviews, and finally discuss implications of our findings.
THE VALUE OF AWARENESS

Previous work on collaboration and awareness suggests that
providing visibility of actions on shared artifacts supports
cooperative work in a variety of ways. More recent work
has shown the utility of social tools and systems for
relationship management in the workplace. However, these
literatures have not yet articulated the value of integrating
social networking functionality with activity awareness.
Collaboration and awareness

Collaborators who are physically collocated have some
level of awareness of each other’s activities because of
frequent opportunities for interaction [17, 24]. The
affordances of collocation, documented through careful
field study of software developers [14, 24] and other
knowledge-based workers include: overhearing, shared
visual space, and shared memory of discussion around
artifacts [11, 17, 24]. These affordances support awareness
of others’ work state and expertise, both useful for
coordinated action in collaborative projects [2, 12, 17].
Awareness systems attempt to provide distributed
collaborators with the same type of mutual knowledge [11].
These systems have taken various forms with a variety of
foci, including informal social awareness to support casual
interaction [11], structural awareness of group member
roles and status, and workspace awareness of actions on
shared artifacts [2, 12, 18]. The theory of social
translucence suggests these types of awareness systems are
useful because they can make socially significant
information visible, support awareness of collaborators’
behavior, and make the viewer accountable for that
information [8].
For the most part, however, collaborative awareness tools
have been designed for and evaluated within small groups.
It is unclear to what extent they scale across a wider range.
Previous work on awareness and software development has
indicated a tradeoff between specific awareness of a very

small set of developer actions, versus general awareness
across a project as a whole, noting the effort required to
proactively provide status information (e.g. [13]).
In addition, collaborative awareness systems have typically
utilized momentary notification of the most recent activity
as opposed to a history of actions on shared artifacts. Only a
handful of systems have attempted to provide visualizations
of activity over long periods of time (e.g. history flow
system which visualizes collaborator edits to Wikipedia
articles [26]). We do not yet understand how these types of
activity traces influence collaborative action, particularly in
online production settings like Wikipedia where hundreds
or thousands of collaborators can be involved on an article.
Social computing and software development

Social computing technologies such as micro-blogging,
activity feeds, and social annotations, facilitate lightweight
interactive information sharing within the web browser.
Social computing technologies shift the focus of interaction
to individual contributors and their activities with electronic
artifacts. Individuals articulate their interests, likes and
dislikes, as well as their social network [4]. When
combined with information visualization techniques, these
tools may help individuals make sense of activity and
contribution on a much wider scale.
Previous work on social media for work purposes has
shown that systems like Facebook and LinkedIn are useful
for maintaining weak tie relationships and bridging
organizational boundaries [6, 21]. And organization internal
social networking sites like Beehive in IBM support similar
types of boundary spanning activities in an organization [6].
At the same time, these systems have been integrated with
work artifacts in a limited way (e.g. bookmarks in [16]).
When social computing technologies are used in a software
development context, there is an opportunity to leverage
articulated social networks and observed code-related
activity simultaneously to support the type of awareness
previous only available to collocated teams (e.g. in systems
like [9, 18, 19]). Software engineering is only beginning to
make exploratory use of social computing technologies to
enhance collaboration. For example, tagging [22],
searchable graphs of heuristically linked artifacts [3], and
workspace awareness [9, 18, 19] have shown some promise
for supporting coordination in software development.
However, the utility of these technologies has been
examined in isolation from the rich ecology of open
software development [23]. We know relatively little about
how developers actually adopt and adapt these tools in the
process of their work, and when and how they improve
coordination and performance.
METHOD
Research Setting

In order to address our research questions, we examined
collaboration among users of a large, open source software
hosting service GitHub [10]. GitHub provides a set of

“social coding” tools built around the Git version control
system (http://git-scm.com/) and incorporates social
functionality that makes a developer’s identity and
activities visible to other users. The GitHub site is unique in
that it makes user identities, internal project artifacts and
actions on them publicly visible across a wide-community.

actions. Visualizations on the site, such as the network
view, provide access to the history of commits over time
across all forks of a particular project (see Figure 3).

People

On the GitHub site, developers create profiles that can be
optionally populated with identifying information including
a gravatar (an image representing them throughout the site),
their name, email address, organization, location, and
webpage. A developer’s profile is visible to other users and
displays all the repositories that person is working on and a
list of their latest activities on the site (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. GitHub user profile with projects and public activity
Code Artifacts

GitHub currently hosts over one million code repositories,
and has 340,000 registered contributors [10]. While a
majority of the projects on GitHub are single-developer
code dumps, many are active multi-developer projects of
significant scale that have been running for some time.
Each repository on GitHub has a dedicated project page that
hosts the source code files, commit history, open issues, and
other data associated with the project. Developers can
create permanent URLs to link to specific lines within a
code file. This functionality allows information about
artifacts within the site to flow outside of the GitHub
community to the web at large.

Figure 2. Feed of actions on code artifacts

Actions

Actions in GitHub occur when a person changes an artifact
or interacts with another person through the site. These
actions can be code-related, communication, or
subscription. Actions on code or associated with code
include committing, forking and submitting a pull request.
Project owners can make commits, i.e. changes to the code,
by directly modifying the contents of code files. Developers
without commit-rights to a project must fork a project,
creating a personal copy of the code that they can change
freely. They can then submit some or all of the changes to
the original project by issuing a pull request. The project
owner or another member with commit rights can then
merge in their changes. Developers can also communicate
around code-related actions by submitting a comment on a
commit, an issue, or a pull request.
The record of all action information combined with user
subscription allows activity updates to flow across the site.
Subscription actions include following and watching.
Developers can ‘follow’ other developers and ‘watch’ other
repositories, subscribing them to a feed of actions and
communications from those developers or projects (Figure
2) with frequent updates for active projects.
Actions on artifacts also become artifacts themselves, as the
history of user actions on code artifacts is recorded over
time. The feed presents a recent history of following,
watching, commit, issues, pull requests, and comment

Figure 3. Network view: sequence of actions on code artifacts

To get a sense of how visible information on GitHub
influenced the nature of collaboration and interaction, we
interviewed a set of developers who use GitHub. We first
examined the types of inferences they made based on the
visible information in the site, and next examined what
types of higher-level activities these inferences supported.
Data Collection

We conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with
24 GitHub users. Our goal in these interviews was to
document and understand in more detail the different ways
GitHub functionality was used by our participants. We
solicited participants via email and conducted our
interviews in person or via phone. Participants were chosen
for equal representation across peripheral and heavy users
(with greater than 80 watchers on at least one of their OSS
projects). This was done because we thought that serious
and hobby users might have different purposes and
strategies, and very different information loads. Table 1
summarizes the 24 participants in our sample.

Hobbyist

Work use:
non-SW org

Work use:
SW org

Peripheral
users

P2, P7, P10,
P18, P23

P6, P12,
P16, P24

P5, P17

Heavy
users

P11, P15,
P21, P22

P3, P4, P9,
P14, P19

P1, P8, P13,
P20

Table 1. Summary of interview participants.

Participants were asked to walk us through their last session
on GitHub, describing how they interpreted information
displayed on the site as they managed their projects, and
interacted with other users’ projects. Remote participants
shared their screen during the interview using Adobe
Connect so we could ask specific questions about data on
the site and users could demonstrate their activities on the
site. Interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes to one
hour. These interviews were then transcribed verbatim to
support further analysis. The interviews, videos and field
notes supported our analysis process.
Data analysis

We applied a grounded approach to analyze the
transparency related inferences in our interview responses
[5]. We first identified instances of these types of inferences
in five interview transcripts. For each example analyzed, we
identified what information was made visible by the GitHub
system, what inferences the participant was making based
on that information, and the associated higher-level goal.
We then conducted open coding on these responses,
comparing each instance with previously examined
examples and grouping examples that were conceptually
similar. This process revealed categories of transparency
related inferences and higher level behaviors these
inferences supported. We used this first set of categories to
code the remaining interviews, revealing additional
categories and refining our original coding scheme to
represent the dataset as a whole. We repeatedly discussed
the codes and transcripts in a highly collaborative and
iterative process. We continued this process until the
interviews no longer revealed new behaviors not captured
in our existing set of categories (theoretical saturation).
RESULTS

Our analysis revealed that individuals made a rich set of
inferences based on information on GitHub. These
inferences were a function of four sets of visible cues
(summarized in Table 2).
Recency, volume, and location of actions signaling
commitment and interests

As with other low-cost hosting sites, GitHub has a mix of
projects that are little more than code dumps and serious
projects that continue to receive attention and effort. There
is also a mix of hobbyists who make occasional
contributions and move on, and dedicated developers who
provide project stewardship over the longer term. Our
interviewees often used the recency and volume of activity

as a signal of commitment or investment at the individual
and project level.
Visible information about other developers’ actions
influenced perceptions of their commitment and general
interests. Recent activity gave a sense of the level of
investment in a project. The feed of developer actions
across projects helped other developers infer their current
interests. One respondent described following a friend to
stay up to date on what he was up to through his commits
(P16). The amount of commits to a single project signaled
commitment or investment to that project, while the type of
commits signaled interest in different aspects of the project.
Visible
Cues

Social
Inferences

Representative Quote

Recency and
volume of
activity

Interest and
level of
commitment

“this guy on Mongoid is just -a machine, he just keeps
cranking out code.” (P23)

Sequence of
actions over
time

Intention
behind action

“Commits tell a story. Convey
direction you are trying to go
with the code … revealing
what you want to do.” (P13)

Attention to
artifacts and
people

Importance to
community

“The number of people
watching a project or people
interested in the project,
obviously it's a better project
than versus something that
has no one else interested in
it.” (P17)

Detailed
information
about an
action

Personal
relevance
and impact

“If there was something [in the
feed] that would preclude a
feature that I would want it
would give me a chance to add
input to it.” (P4)

Table 2. Visible cues and the social inferences they generated.
Recent activity signaling project liveness and maintenance

As with many open source hosting sites, dead and
abandoned projects greatly outnumber live ones that people
continue to contribute and pay attention to. It can be tedious
to figure out which are which, yet it is important to do so,
since one does not want to adopt or contribute to a dead or
dying project. In GitHub, developers described getting a
sense of how ‘live’ or active a project was by the amount of
commit events showing up in their feed.
“Commit activity in the feeds shows that the project is alive,
that people are still adding code.” (P16)

Users also relied on historical activity to make inferences
about how well the project was managed and maintained.
Lots of open pull requests indicated that an owner was not
particularly conscientious in dealing with people external to
the project, since each open pull request indicates an offer
of code that is being ignored rather than accepted, rejected
or commented upon (P11).
Sequence of actions conveying meaning

Visible actions on artifacts carried meaning, often as a
function of their sequence, or ordering with respect to other

actions. When considering the actions of an individual
developer, they signaled intentions, competence and
experience. In the project context, actions on code and who
carried them out allowed others to make inferences about
the structure of the project and collaborator roles.
Commits conveying developer intention

At the lowest level, commit information connected with
other commits, comments, or issues conveyed meaning or
intention behind actions. Several respondents were able to
look at a sequence of commits and infer what the developer
was trying to accomplish with their changes (e.g. P1, P13,
P9, P21, P11). Linking commits and issues similarly
communicated the reasoning behind a change to the code.
History of activity signaling competence

At the developer level, information about past commits,
number of projects created (versus forked), and activity in
those projects all fed into perceptions of developer skill.
Several respondents noted that GitHub profiles now act as a
portfolio of work and factor into the hiring process at many
companies (P3, P9, P13, P8, P17), in part because they
provide a sense of a developer’s work style and pace.
History of activity signaling project structure and roles

Developers also seemed able to use the history of actions on
code to make sense of a project’s evolution over time or
history. The active public record of who contributed what
aspects of the code when, meant developers were able to
describe how a project got into its current state, who
originally founded the project, what happened across
different releases, and who was responsible for what areas
of the code. Developers described using this commit history
information to infer other’s expertise with parts of a project.
Respondent P1 indicated that he would look at who made
changes to which file to find who had expertise on a piece
of the system (essentially inferring who knows what from
the record of activities on the project).
Attention signaling community support

Visible cues about who was attending to something served
as an important signal of community support (or lack
thereof). Developers interpreted activity traces of attention
(following, watching, and comment activity) as an indicator
that the community cared about that person, project, or
action. Signals of attention also seemed to lead to developer
attention to that person, artifact or event.
Attention signaling action or artifact importance

Respondents used signals of other users’ attention to a feed
item as indicators that an artifact or action was important.
In particular, comments on a commit suggested the commit
was interesting, controversial, or worth looking at (P17).
Actions signaling attention to a project or person (watching
or following) similarly signaled it or they were interesting
in some way and prompted developers to look more closely.

Inferences about who would see a particular action also
influenced perceived value of engaging in that action.
Inference of the size of a potential audience was cited as a
motivation to contribute. Respondents indicated the number
of forks or watchers of a project signaled that ‘lots of other
people will benefit from this change’ (P13) or that
‘someone would find this useful’ (P16). The size of the
potential audience was also frequently cited as a reason for
using GitHub in the first place, based on general
community interest in other forums such as mailing lists.
Attention signaling developer status

The number of followers a developer had was interpreted as
a signal of status in the community. Developers with lots of
followers were treated as local celebrities (e.g. dhh). Their
activities were retold almost as local parable; our
interviewees knew a great deal about them and paid
attention to their actions (P20).
Attention signaling project quality

Visible information about community interest in the form of
watcher and fork counts for a project seemed to be an
important indicator that a project was high quality and
worthwhile. Several respondents indicated using the
number of watchers of a project or forks of a project as a
signal that a project had community interest, and so was
likely to be good or of interest. As one developer put it:
“The way you know how useful something is, is how much
community there is behind it.” (P23).

These signals of attention, at the same time, put pressure on
developers since their visible actions affected attributions
about project quality. Several respondents indicated an
awareness of being watched, noting that updates about their
changes would ‘flow to everyone watching’ (P13) and that
‘everyone can see what you’re doing’ (P1). In some cases
they inferred the identity of this audience (e.g. users of their
project) based on who they knew was watching or had
forked the project noting for example “people are watching
because they depend on it.” (P4).
Action details signaling personal relevance

Certain properties of actions in the feed signaled potential
personal impact. These inferences were highly dependent
on the developer’s own work and interests, rather than the
community at large.
Actions signaling contribution opportunities

Several respondents inferred contribution opportunities
from action information they would see in the feed. For
example, one respondent described continually watching
the feed for issue submissions or comments on commits
(P9), both representing a chance for him to add something
to the code or to the ongoing discussion.
Actions signaling potential problems

Respondents also inferred potential problems from commit
events they would view in the feed or in the recent commit

list. These inferences were based on cues that a commit was
connected with specific files on a project, or had comments
suggesting the change would affect their own projects (P16,
P19). Comments on a commit also signaled a potentially
contentious or problematic change (P1).
SOCIAL INFERENCES INFORMING JOINT ACTION

The social inferences that individual developers made based
on visible cues of others’ behavior fed into three types of
higher-level collaborative activities: project-management,
learning through observing, and reputation management.
Project management

All of the developers we interviewed had GitHub projects
they were primarily responsible for, either because they
were owners of the project or centrally involved in
development. Certain types of social inferences described
above supported project management activities.
Recruiting developers

Several of the developers we talked with actively recruited
others (or were recruited by others) to contribute to a
project more heavily. This recruitment was fueled by
visible information about the other developers’ competence
and investment in the project. For example, P8 watched
commits occurring in the various forks of his project to
identify skilled and committed developers who could
contribute more actively. In some cases this was based on
past successful contributions to the project and observed
commitment. For example P2, a newer member of GitHub
was ‘recruited’ by a project owner after submitting several
good commits. The project owner began sending him tasks
such as requests to address incoming issues. Intense interest
in the project, inferred from a high volume of commit
actions in a short period of time, sent a strong signal that a
contributor was invested in the project, and could be trusted
to contribute more centrally (P17 & P21). In the cases
observed this perceived investment seemed to translate into
trust, with project owners granting commit rights, allowing
new members to influence project vision, and sometimes
even turning over ownership to the newcomer after they
had demonstrated high levels of investment (P2, P8, P11,
P17, P21, P22).
Identifying user needs

Transparency also supported identification of user skills
and needs. Here the term user refers to other developers
who make use of a particular project in their own work,
becoming dependent on that project for certain functionality
[23]. Developers inferred user needs by watching their
activity in forks (personal copies) of the project (P3, P6, P9,
P13, P11). For example, one developer described awareness
that users were forking his project to deal with various
incompatibilities with a new version of another piece of
software they used in concert. He was made aware based on
their activity in the forks, which incompatibility issues were
particularly problematic for his users (P9).

“I saw somebody trying to use it with Rails master I'm like well
crap I don't know if it works with Rails master so let me check.
So that type of stuff has been useful just to get a sense of the
kinds of things people might like to see, you know?” (P9).

In almost all cases these user modifications represented
innovations that extended the project in interesting ways,
making it compatible with other systems or more generally
useful (P3, P21, P9, P13, P11).
Although observable behavior in the forks provided
information about user needs, developers often sought
direct interaction with users to get feedback on their needs.
Several developers mentioned also posting information
about a change (using a direct URL to the code) into a
project mailing list (P3, P4, P11). In many cases this was to
get user input or buy in for a new design decisions that
would go into the next release of a project (e.g. P11). Users
would also contact developers directly to let them know
about a change they wanted to make to the code or an issue
they were having with the project (P1, P3, P9, P11). These
interactions helped surface user needs but were also seen as
a nuisance in some cases when responses were sought in a
private channel such as e-mail rather than a public channel
where everyone could observe the interaction.
Managing incoming code contributions

Perhaps the most important project management activity
developers engaged in on GitHub was managing incoming
code contributions. As noted above, users and other
developers could submit changes to a project by forking the
project and then making a pull request (a request that the
changes be merged back into the master branch).
Developers were constantly making decisions about what
code to accept back into the project (P1, P2, P4, P8, P9,
P11, P16, P19, P21). For very large and popular projects,
owners dealt with many pull requests per day (P1, P8, P22).
As noted above, they described making inferences about the
quality of a code contribution based on its style, efficiency,
thoroughness (e.g. were tests included?) and in some cases
the submitter’s competence (P8, P11, P22). Some
developers indicated prioritizing requests that were tied to
issues or integrated a feature that users had been requesting
(P11, P21). Not all of the projects on GitHub used the pull
request mechanism. In some cases because of legacy
reasons, patches to a project had to be sent to a mailing list
(P14, P24) for approval, where the community would chime
in on their acceptability. Interestingly in this way, the
GitHub pull request mechanism centralized control over
changes by allowing managers to bypass a public mailing
list notification and discussion mechanism.
Visibility across forks (or copies) of a project took the
pressure off of project owners to accept all changes, and
allowed niche versions of a project to co-exist with the
official release. Thus contributors could build directly on
each other’s work, even if the project owner did not
approve of the changes. As one developer put it:

“I can ignore bad changes but know that the network of
experimenters can continue.” (P13)

The cross-fork visibility also meant that project owners
could proactively solicit changes from developers as they
were working, and use the transparency to track the status
of ongoing changes by others. Several respondents
indicated using the network view (Figure 3) to identify the
leading wave of changes to their project, or the newest code
(P9, P11, P21). As noted above, they could see what people
were trying to do with their code (P1).
“I would look at this [network] view and actually find folks who
had uploaded a patch and say, ‘Hey are you planning on
sending that back to [my project], this is what I think of it,
here’s some changes you could make, here's some suggestions,’
and that kind of got the ball rolling.” (P8)

In some cases, the changes would not be submitted back
because the person did not finish doing what they had
intended to with the project (P1, P11). Here respondents
described pinging the developer to solicit a pull request
(P21, or receiving a ping P2), or asking when they would
finish the change. In some cases, if the change was novel or
useful enough, the project owner would take over the code
and finish it themselves (P11).
As with user needs, in many cases, project owners needed
to directly communicate around a code contribution. This
was sometimes an attempt to solicit and motivate changes
as described above. More often, however, this interaction
consisted of negotiation around incoming pull requests.
There was a clear sense that project owners had a view of
the trajectory for the project, and there was a need for
others to get buy in before making changes (P1, P9, P16).
Project owners would often see potential problems that a
code submission would cause with other parts of the code,
or with changes they wanted to make in the future. In both
cases their reaction was based on implicit knowledge about
code organization or their future plans for the code (their
‘vision’ for the project as they often called it):
“I could tell that was actually going to cause some serious
problems down the road, so I just responded. I always thank
them because it’s a big help when people contribute back, but it
wouldn't work so I kind of explained to him why it didn't work.”
(P19)

This information was not transparent to submitters and
could only be elicited through direct communication around
the code. Similarly the developer’s reasoning behind a
change or the organization of a code submission was not
always clear to the project owner. In some cases, several
rounds of comments around a pull request were required to
establish shared understanding of what the developer was
trying to accomplish and why (P16). The inline interaction
with code supported negotiation around a submission so
that in some examples, the developer submitting a change
would be able to modify the code he had submitted to
address concerns a project owner might have about
potential conflicts or conformity to project style norms.

Managing dependencies with other projects

Cross project visibility allowed project owners to
proactively manage the dependencies their code had with
other projects. Project owners were in almost all cases
‘users’ of the code of many other project owners, meaning
changes to those projects would affect the functioning of
their own project (P8, P9, P16, P19). Because of this, they
attended closely to change events from projects they were
dependent on. They watched for commit events in the feed,
and reported paying special attention to new releases
(which likely contained new features they could make use
of) and changes to files they knew their project used (P8,
P9, P16).
“[Popular website] their entire engineering team uses [My
Project], and so they keep an eye out for any changes as well,
because when I do a release, it breaks something then I
essentially broke [Popular website]’s entire development for a
day or something.” (P19)

In some cases, they were watching for changes they knew
were coming because they had heard about them in other
forums (mailing lists, blogs etc.), or had discussed them
directly with project owners or other developers (P9).
When changes occurred that affected their code, developers
often directly contacted the project owner or contributor
who had made a specific change (P9) or joined in on
discussion about a proposed change (P19). For example,
one project owner showed us a case where a third party
chimed in on the discussion around a pull request someone
else had submitted because the change affected
functionality his company depended on (P19).
Developers would also handle conflicting or problematic
changes by directly modifying the dependent project to
address the problem (P9, P16, P20). Transparency
supported this behavior because the code artifacts of the
dependent project were open and accessible, and the
visibility of changes meant the project owner knew exactly
why something was no longer working. The project owners
in this case were users of others projects, and then had to
lobby and negotiate with the dependent project owner to get
their changes accepted (e.g. P9).
Learning from others

Interestingly, the transparency on GitHub supported
learning from the actions of other developers. Being able to
watch how someone else coded, what others paid attention
to, and how they solved problems all supported learning
better ways to code and access to superior knowledge.
Following rockstars

Developers in our sample described following the actions of
other developers because they deemed them particularly
good at coding. They referred to these developers with
thousands of followers as ‘coding rockstars’ (P20) and
reported interest in how they coded, what projects they
were working on, and what projects they were following. In
most cases this was because these developers were deemed

to have special skill and knowledge about the domain (P17,
P20) in part as a function of their large following.

owners saw this as a process of ramping up users to
eventually become full-fledged contributors (e.g. P8, P6).

Watching watching

Managing reputation and status

Developers also reported interest in which projects other
users were looking at, and described certain users as acting
almost as curators of the GitHub project space (P1, P4, P18,
P16, P22). As one developer put it:

The public visibility of actions on GitHub led to identity
management activities centered around gaining greater
attention and visibility for work.

“I follow people if they work on interesting projects, [then] I’m
interested in the projects they’re interested in.” (P4)

Certain developers were deemed to have a knack for
finding useful projects in a particular interest area:
“This guy has good taste in projects. He curates for me.
Watching him is like watching the best of objective C that
GitHub has to offer.” (P16).

This interest in finding the ‘hottest’ new projects through
what others were watching highlighted the importance that
GitHub users seemed to place on novelty more generally.
“I learn about new projects and new technologies way faster
than ever before and it's just encouraged me to get dialed in to
a bunch of different tech communities I never would have had
access to before.” (P4)
Identifying new technical knowledge

Developers were also interested in watching the actions of
other developers and other projects to find new technical
knowledge. In some cases other projects served as a
resource to see how other developers had solved a similar
problem to theirs (P17, P23). Developers were also
interested in watching development over time within
projects that were similar in nature to their own.
“When I find a project that solves a problem that I had and I’m
going to continue to have then I will watch it” (P19).

By watching these projects and getting updates on the
changes they made as they happened, they learned how
their technical ‘neighbors’ were approaching related
problems, informing their own development (P5, P16).
Direct feedback

Developers also learned from others through direct
interaction. Through comments on pull requests, developers
got feedback about their code from more experienced
developers. This was sometimes comments about ‘good
form’ or the ‘right’ way to do things in terms of coding
style or what was normative. This was also feedback about
code correctness or more efficient ways of writing the same
code (e.g. P1). These interactions helped improve the
quality of the code submissions.
Communication also supported learning about another
developer’s project and getting help with attempts to build
on that project (P16). Some developers were extremely
forthcoming with this type of help, checking their IRC
channels and issue requests constantly to find and address
those in need (e.g. P11, P19, P22). For some, this was an
opportunity to grow a potential contributor, and project

Self-promotion

Visibility for work was recognized as a valuable aspect of
the GitHub community (P13, P16). The developers we
interviewed talked about the positive utility of visibility,
which led to increased use of a project, extension by others,
ideas from a broader audience and exposure for other
projects created by the owner (P16).
At the same time, self-promotion, active attempts to gain
additional visibility for work, was recognized as a
somewhat distasteful activity and something the developers
said they wouldn’t do (P17). Regardless, many developers
consciously managed their self-image to promote their
work through consistent branding (giving their project and
blog the same name, or using the same Twitter handle and
GitHub user id), and by publicizing their work on other
platforms outside of GitHub (P9, P19, P17, P23). As one
user noted:
“I think a lot of people that use GitHub are trying to promote
themselves. This is very self-promotional. It's like I have this
project, you will be interested in it” (P16).

The attention associated with self-promotion was
motivating for some of the developers we talked to. One
developer noted that watchers kept him working on
something he might have otherwise abandoned:
“Watching lets me know someone cares” (P17).
Social capital, identity and recognition

Because watching was recognized as a signal of project
quality, it carried meaning as a sign of community approval
for a project as well. Several developers we talked to
mentioned watching a friend’s project to increase their
‘social capital’ on the site, or promote their work (P23).
This was also done explicitly by posting projects to external
sites such as HackerNews, a common source of information
for developers in the GitHub community, or suggesting a
project for RailsCast. Projects featured there were known to
receive a boost in watchers. The reciprocal visibility of
actions in GitHub meant that a certain amount of face
management was associated with behavior on the site.
Developers did not want to offend others by, for example
publicly rejecting code contributions from long time
contributors (P9, P21), or not following someone who
followed them (P9, P16).
Being onstage

Many of the heavy users of GitHub expressed a clear
awareness of the audience for their actions (P1, P6, P13).
This awareness influenced how they behaved and

constructed their actions, for example, making changes less
frequently (P6), because they knew that ‘everyone is
watching' (P1) and could ‘see my changes as soon as I
make them’ (P13). There was a concern to get things right
because of how public changes to the code would be. One
developer contrasted his heavily watched project with a
niche project, noting that he could be more experimental in
the niche project because no one was watching (P21).
Another developer directly compared it with the pressure of
performing:
“³I try and make sure my commit messages are snappy and my
code is clean because I know that a lot of people are watching.
…It’s like being on stage, you don’t want to mess up, you’re
giving it your best, you’ve got your Hollywood smile” (P4).
DISCUSSION

Three interesting themes cross-cut the observations in our
data about the value of visibility and transparency in the
GitHub community: the micro-supply chain ecosystem on
GitHub, the value of observation versus direct interaction,
and the affordances of attention signals.
Visibility across micro-supply chains

We found that transparency in GitHub allowed work to
progress and projects to evolve to become more general as a
function of micro-supply chain management. Because all
artifacts are visible on the GitHub site, users of a particular
project can access its contents, and are made aware of
changes to the project on a continuous basis. This
awareness and visibility supported direct feedback and
interaction between project owners and their users, creating
what we refer to as a “micro supply chain.” Visibility
between the supplier (project owner) and consumer (user)
meant that the owner could infer more clearly who their
user base was, how they were using the project, and when
they were having problems. Consumers were notified about
changes to the product, meaning they could anticipate
problematic modifications and provide immediate feedback
about them. Once notified, consumers could directly
communicate with the project owner about changes being
made to discuss their consequences or request adaptations
that would suit their needs. But they could also directly
modify the product and customize it to suit their needs with
or without direct communication, if they so desired. In
contrast to relatively static and sequential supply chain
relationships, what emerged was a far more interactive
producer-consumer relationship, characterized by reciprocal
dependencies [25].
Communication occurs at the limits of transparency

Communication generally seemed to be a response to the
limits of transparency, when the information and inferences
afforded by transparency were insufficient for the purpose
at hand. Users interacted when conflicts arose between two
dependent projects, or when negotiating modifications to
pull requests. In each case, communication seemed to

happen when transparency broke down -- there was certain
information developers could not directly observe.
People seemed to work independently until certain events
brought them together, making the dependency more
salient, such as when a potentially problematic change
would show up in the feed, or when a pull request would
create problems for other aspects of the code. Direct
communication functioned in these cases, much as mutual
adjustment, allowing individuals to directly share
unobservable information about their rationale (why they
were doing what they were doing), and plans (what they
were planning to do next), and negotiate mutually
compatible solutions to a conflict. These negotiations were
supported by direct communication interactions in code
comments, IRC channels, campfire, mailing lists, and a
variety of other web-based communication tools.
Thus although passive activity traces of others’ behavior are
powerful in some ways, they are limited when joint action
is required. In part this is because of the lack of feedback or
interactivity these visible traces provide. Our results suggest
these traces support knowing what someone has done, and
who might be looking at something, at the individual level,
and when new collaborative actions introduce new
dependencies, two-way communications are required.
Signals of attention

Visible signals of attention provided notification of other
developers’ behavior on the GitHub site. Interestingly,
these signals of attention seemed to help users manage the
downsides of transparency across a large-scale network.
Visible cues of what others were watching or commenting
helped developers find ‘interesting’ or ‘useful’ projects and
events (in their words). These signals, when aggregated,
also gave some users higher status because they indicated
community approval or admiration. As one user put it, “I'm
kind of giving them some token of my attention. I'm saying,
I like what you're doing” (P23). Signals of attention
functioned to provide awareness of what other users cared
about or were looking at. This awareness is one aspect of
social translucence as described by [8].
These signals of attention also in some cases motivated
behavior, giving developers a feeling that someone cared
about what they were doing. This connects with the notion
of accountability in social translucence and collective
effort. This affordance of transparency relates to research
investigating how working with others affects one’s own
productivity through social pressure (e.g., [15]), the flow of
ideas [1] and help. Our findings suggest that the visibility of
actions might act to facilitate information flows and helpgiving, both of which have important implications for the
quantity and quality of work.
CONCLUSION

In this work we examined how individuals interpreted and
made use of information about others’ actions on code in an
open social software repository. We found that four key

features of visible feedback drove a rich set of inferences
around commitment, work quality, community significance
and personal relevance. These inferences supported
collaboration, learning, and reputation management in the
community. Our results inform the design of social media
for large-scale collaboration, and imply a variety of ways
that transparency can support innovation, knowledge
sharing, and community building.
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